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About This Game

Cloudborn is set in another world and another time. It’s a place of wonder and awe but also melancholy and loneliness. What do
you do when a civilization has dug too deep and taken more than its share and left you to carry the burden of responsibility?

Cloudborn is an immersive learning Virtual Reality experience of humanity’s insatiable greed and our inability to learn from our
mistakes . The game’s world is not our own, but it’s fate could still be.
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 Momentum movement system - To increase immersion we have created a revolutionary locomotion system that allow
you to move freely through the world using armswinging action and where all player actions such as grabbing, climbing
and throwing yourself affect your momentum.
Scale buildings, cliffs and vegetation to find your way through the remains of a broken world. The momentum-system
allows skilled players to throw themselves between handholds to traverse faster and faster. Do you dare to risk it?

 A serene, bright yet mysterious setting creates an unforgettable audio-visual experience. Using the latest research in
motion sickness mitigation Cloudborn allows an intense focus and emotional immersion in the experience of climbing
and exploring the game’s world.

 Masterful aesthetics - Cloudborn has a bright, colorful art-style inspired by Miyazaki movies and watercolors.

Moving out of Early Access the game has been updated with completely new art, level design, interactable objects, effects and
bug fixes. Also, we’ve spent a lot of time perfecting the locomotion and added more customizable experience toggles.
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Title: Cloudborn
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Logtown Studios AB
Publisher:
Logtown Studios AB
Release Date: 2 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8

Processor: Intel i3-6100 / AMD Ryzen 3 1200, FX4350 or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 1050 Ti / AMD Radeon RX 470 or greater

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 7 GB available space

English
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>Buys the game thinking that there was going to be laid-back gameplay
>Plays for only 30 minutes
>Is now distressed

My thoughts;

-Difficult yet ideal gameplay
-Great visuals
-Nice tunes that play in the background
-The level editor is a plus
-Endless mode is a fast paced challenge, another plus!

"Great game, would press the wrong arrow key again." - IzaacGN. Brilliant. The only thing missing is a R: Tape Loading Error
at the end, or the color clash. Stupidly addictive.. One of the best strategy games ever.

Supreme Commander + Sins of a Solar Empire + Sword of the Stars with unit customization.. This is a delightful game that is
definately worth the money. It has a fun sense of humor as well as some fun secrets. I wish you luck in finding your pants.. This
game ended up being way more fun than I originally expected. It's not that I wasn't expecting it to be good; but I opened the
game thinking I'd just try it out real quick for a few minutes and ended up unlocking all of the characters in a single sitting.

The level design is amazing. They strike a really good balance of being ingeniously treacherous without being rage inducingly
unforgiving. And there's a lot of them too. Definitely keeps things interesting.

The mechanics are simple enough pick up quickly, while still leaving an additional learning curve with the deflection and
richocet mechanics to keep the game challenging. I played on a controller. Not sure if keyboard and mouse are any fun or not.

The music is really good. I like the variety of level designs and the setting of a futuristic death tournament. There's also a few
funny jokes scattered around from time to time. Although the dialogue doesn't really change from character to character. Stays
relatively consistent with "Are you ready?" "I'm not going to lose." ect ect.

The game was obviously intended for multiplayer. I'm sure it's WAY different than 1st player, but I haven't had the chance to.
Very eager to challenge some of my friends in this. I can see how the certain levels would be CRAZY against human players.
The AI is kind of all over the place. Sometimes they'll deflect a bullet a million times. Other times they don't put up any fight at
all. Manages to keep the difficulty in a clumsy kind of homeostasis though. Certain levels are super easy to con the AI into
suiciding though. (In the magma level, they fly at you as soon as they spawn. Even though they're invincible, if you fire at them,
they'll deflect and dip just enough to plunge into the lava over and over until the level drops back down. In the ice level you can
just stand still and 90% of the time they'll just zoom into some ice spikes.)

I bought the game on sale, if you don't have people coming over regularly to play against you on multiple steam controllers, you
might want to grab it on sale? But if you have friends with it's definitely worth the $10. Really a super fun game.. lovely game i
enjoy playing it with my family
and thx for linux support :). This game has a cool idea, but it's too slow and it's a bit hard to keep interested in it. Very story
based, gameplay is almost non-existent , I know it's a visual novel- like game but even so I struggled to read all the dialogue. You
basically gotta keep clicking on the options on your screen until you pick the right one and the story progresses.
The repetitive song nearly drove me mad. Cool idea, but falls flat.. This song is exhausting to play on the Bass. It's pretty simple,
so its a good fast paced song for beginners. Fairly boring to play after that.
don't know about guitar. If I remember correctly I think my friend has to play around the 12th fret on the guitar.
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So I have the relatively-unique experience (I would say about 1\/288) that the symbol I am currently brandishing as my profile
pic (07\/06\/2018), my Extended Zodiac symbol - Scorgo - has come to pass as one of the trolls in this volume, Remele
Namaaq. Just wanted to celebrate that for a moment, in that presumably she would be the closest to me by way of personality.

And truly, I found both Remele and Konyyl a lot of fun. Remele's adventure, for being so art-centric, was surprisingly
murderous. And Konyyl's, for being set about a murderous objective, centered more around her flushed and black feelings.
Don't think I didn't notice that!

As like with the previous volume, we also see the return of the trend where a troll from a previous volume returns for another
minor role, which is a feature of the game I'm starting to adore. And in addition to that, the fact that our clothing changes are
now continually referenced, and that we obtained something in Konyyl's route that might help us out later, I can't help but
speculate if the FriendSim volumes will progress to a story beyond just meeting and befriending trolls as supplemental material
for HiveSwap.

This was a good one.. I am a Noob to Classic Dos gamming, but I have had a recent desire for such titles. I carried with me no
nastalgia whatsoever upon my purchase of this game. I read the reviews here and decided to chance it... I am not disapointed AT
ALL with my purchase. I am a huge fan of Baldurs Gate, only discovering it about 3 years ago, as well as a few other RPGs that
have been re-released to those of us who were not fortunate to have PCs at a young age and the LARGE step above consol
gamming they provide. If by any chance you are in a similar position and you find complex CRPGs fascinating, then please do
yourself a favor and purchase this Trilogy. I bought them on sale of course, but have had more fun with "Blade of Destiny
Classic" than I would with the newest and more polished Elder Scrolls entry. This game is unforgiving, to me in the Best way,
and I confess that I haven't even finnished the first quest....Its that hard to me, but like I said I am a Noob. However, despite my
humbling experience with micromanaging and Character Building, the hours spent with the heavy shadow of failure hovering
above have easily been some of the most entertaining I have had with an RPG. Yes, I've played Fallout, Elder Scrolls, Final
Fantasy, Dragon Age, and Mass Effect, but I seriously have never been as emersed into a game as I have this one. It is difficult
to learn for a simple minded guy like myself to fully grasp, but I honestly feel rewarded with every effort I put in.

NOTE: I know you don't want to hear this.......I can't beleive I did it myself... READ THE MANUAL. It comes with the game
here on Steam (Just right click the title in your Steam library.) You WILL get the best Experience if you will take the time to
READ it, not glance over it. If it helps it is easily the most entertaining manual I have ever read, granted I have read very few. I
am too dumb. LOL.. \u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2591\u2584\u2584\u2591\u
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Approved by TheDude47, Sick Flight Arcade game that i want to see evolve !!!. Hardcore DLC is more easy.. I love this game
but the version available here is broken. It does NOT WORK on Windows 7! Listen to all the negative reviews...the game is
BROKEN!. Stumble across the book of dread and love the game. Godfall is an awesome upgrade from book of dread. Bought
the game on sale but it's worth full price. If you liked book of dread you will be pleased with Godfall.. Neat bite sized action
game with a (not so) nice twist. I beat it in a couple of hours but could see myself enjoying a second playthrough at some point.

If you like games that shatter expectations and go into unexpected places, you'll get served with The Other Half.
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